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Abstract: - Six-sigma has been invented by Motorola Company in 1986. Since that time, it has been widely used in the manufacturing. The success stories of applying six-sigma in manufacturing during the last years have encouraged the practitioners and researchers to explore the applicability of six-sigma in software industry. For the applicability of six-sigma in software engineering, some researchers came up with good results, while the others came up with a number of uncertainties on applying six-sigma to software engineering. In this paper, we will discuss these two opinions to present a clear view of both of them.
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1 Introduction
Six-sigma has been invented by Motorola Company in 1986 and defined as “a metric for measuring defects and improving quality” [1]. The term six-sigma has its origins in statistical process control, and recently it has become better known as the name of a wide ranging set of data based process improvement techniques [2]. In more details, six-sigma (6σ) means six standard deviations. A standard deviation is a parameter that characterizes a set of measurements, just as the average can characterize such a set. One standard deviation is a value such that roughly two thirds of all values in a set fall within the range from one standard deviation below average to one standard deviation above average. Sets of values that can be characterized by the average and standard deviation can be modeled by the normal distribution, also known as the “bell-shaped curve”. With a larger coefficient for sigma (1-σ, 2-σ, 3-σ, 4-σ, 5-σ, or 6-σ) more of the set is included, corresponding to a larger area under the bell curve [3]. Moreover, six-sigma is about measuring defects in value chain process in order to systematically reduce them and therefore the corresponding cost factors; where a process that executes on 6σ level will yield results within the tolerance interval with 99.99966% probability; which means that we could have only 3.4 defects per 1 million defect opportunities (DPMO) [4].

In the literature, there are many definitions of six-sigma. For examples, Brue [5] defined it as “a method for improving profitability and productivity; and it is a disciplined application of statistical
Since eighteen, six-sigma has been used to improve the process of producing the manufacturing products. Nowadays, there are a number of attempts to use the six-sigma in software engineering. In this paper, we will discuss these attempts along with the opposite opinions of some researchers who came up with a number of uncertainties on applying six-sigma to software engineering.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: section 2 gives a general view of the six-sigma frameworks, section 3 discusses the use of six-sigma in software engineering, and section 4 introduces the uncertainty of the use of six-sigma in software engineering. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Six-Sigma Frameworks
Six-sigma has different frameworks (methodologies) to be used within different circumstances (existing or new product/processes/service) [12], for example:
1- DMAIC: Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control. It is used when a project's goal can be accomplished by improving an existing product, process, or service. It focuses on processes—including those supporting development—that persist from product to product.
2- DMADV: Define, Measure, Analyze, Design and Verify. It is used when the goal is the development of a new or radically redesigned product, process or service.
3- IDOV: Identify, Design, Optimize and Verify. It focuses on the requirements and plans for each new product—driving design improvements.
4- DCOV: Define, Characterize, Optimize and Verify. Ford uses this framework abbreviation for all categorize of its DFSS projects [13].
5- IIDOV: Invent, Innovate, Develop, Optimize and Verify.
6- CDOV: Concept development, Design development, Optimization and Verification.
7- IDEAS: Identify, Design, Evaluate, Assure and Scale-up.

To improve an existing project, the DMAIC six-sigma problem-solving framework should be used. For new projects, the most popular six-sigma framework used is DMADV which referred to as a DFSS framework (methodology).

2.1 DMAIC
The six-sigma process uses the DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control) methodology as a roadmap for problem solving, as well as for product, process and business systems improvement [3]. The DMAIC framework consists of the following phases:
1- Define: In this phase, the six-sigma project team identifies a project for improvement based on business objectives and the needs and requirements of the customers.
2- Measure: In the Measure phase, the team begins with the proper metrics. Critical measures that are necessary to evaluate the success of the project are identified and determined. The initial capability and stability of the project is determined in order to establish a measurement baseline. Valid and reliable metrics to monitor the progress of the project are established during the Measure phase; input, process, and output indicators are identified.
3- Analyze: Through the Analyze phase, the team can determine the causes of the problem that needs improvement and how to eliminate the gap between existing performance and the desired level of performance.
4- Improve: The Improve phase is where the process transitions into solutions. Critical inputs have been verified and optimized toward nailing down the problem causes. Once problem causes are determined in the Analyze phase, the team finds, evaluates through testing, and selects creative new improvement solutions.
5- Control: Success in the Control phase depends upon how well the team did in the previous four phases. The keys are a solid monitoring plan with proper change management methods that identify key stakeholders. Lessons learned are now implemented and tools are put in place to ensure that the key variables remain within the acceptable ranges over time so that process improvement gains are maintained.

2.2 DMADV
It is used when the goal is the development of a new or radically redesigned product, process or service, and it’s a DFSS framework. It consists of the following steps:
1- Define: This step spells out the project's purpose, importance, scope, deadlines, and resources.
2- Measure: The second step focuses on further defining and understanding the Voice of the Customer. This step integrates information from customer research, benchmarking, and technical research to arrive at a prioritized set of Critical-To-Quality (CTQ) Characteristics which the design must address.
3- Analyze: This step takes the CTQs from Step 2 and uses them to spark innovative ideas for a new design. These concepts are then evaluated and the
best concept is chosen for the next stage of design. Customer input is included in the evaluation.

4- Design: In this step several design sub-teams work in parallel developing, testing and building various design components. In general, the sub-teams develop and test a high level design, then make necessary modifications before developing and testing detailed designs.

5- Verify/Validate: In this step the team prepares to transition the product/service/process to process owners for ongoing maintenance and control. Teams typically deliver a detailed implementation plan which incorporates learnings from the full-scale pilot, documented work processes and methods, and a process management plan.

2.3 IDOV
The IDOV framework (methodology) focuses on the requirements and plans for each new product-driving design improvements. It consists of the following steps:

1- Identify: this phase contains the following steps: Translate customer qualities to system CTQ’s, Perform CTQ flow-down/allocation, Verify measurement systems, and Create/validate system transfer functions.

2- Design: this phase contains the following steps: Formulate system design, Roll-up system capability, Compare capability flow-down & flow-up, and Identify gaps & trade-off lower level.

3- Optimize: this phase contains the following steps: Find the critical few X’s, Assign robust targets & tolerances, and Generate manufacturing and purchase manufacturing.

4- Validate: this phase contains the following steps: Confirm predictions in pilot builds, Mistake-proof the process, Develop production control plan, Document the design effort and results.

3 Six-Sigma in Software Engineering
Six-sigma concepts are increasingly entering software engineering literature and practice [14]. However, today software practitioners are exploring ways to apply six-sigma techniques to improve software and systems development [15]. The essence of six-sigma for software is to prevent software from producing defectives in spite of their defects rather than to build software without defects [14].

Since six-sigma is new the software and systems development domains, many organizations are working hard to implant it; however, common questions from organizations include [15]:

- How does six-sigma compare with other improvement approaches, and how does it fit with my organization’s other software process improvement initiatives?
- What evidence is there that six-sigma is applicable to software and systems engineering?
- What will it take for me to implement six-sigma in my organization, and how do I get started?
- How do I train software engineers in six-sigma methods when six-sigma training is largely focused on manufacturing?

In software engineering, controls can be implemented to take advantages of the improvement zone between 3σ and 6σ process performance; this can be done by building critical customers metrics into software solutions, for example: response times, cycle times, transaction rates, access frequencies, and user defined thresholds; then, these metrics can make the applications self-correcting by enabling specific actions when process defects surface within the improvement zone; these actions don’t always need sophisticated technical solutions to be beneficial [14]. Controls can be as simple as an email notifying support personnel of defects above the 3σ level or a periodic report-highlighting activity in the 3σ to 6σ zone [14].

Fehlmann [4] identified a six-sigma approach to software development (by software development he not means only writing new software, but also software integration, deployment, and maintenance); that is:

1- Define: Set the goal.
2- Measure: Define the metrics.
3- Analyze: Measure where you go.
4- Improve: Improve your processes while you go.
5- Control: Act immediately if going the wrong path.

In addition, he mentioned three principles which based on the experience of implementing six-sigma for software:

- Principle #1: Measure customer related metrics only (use Combinatory Metrics to cover all topics).
- Principle #2: Adjust to moving targets (your goals may need change; accept change and manage it accordingly).
- Principle #3: Enforce measurement (Do not enforce meeting targets).

Siviy and Forrester [16] conducted a research project to investigate the use of six-sigma to
accelerate the adoption of CMMI. Thus, they concluded the following:

- Six-sigma helps integrate multiple improvement approaches to create a seamless, single solution.
- Rollouts of process improvement by six-sigma adopters are mission-focused as well as flexible and adaptive to changing organizational and technical situations.
- Six-sigma is frequently used as a mechanism to help sustain (and sometimes improve) performance in the midst of reorganizations and organizational acquisitions.
- Six-sigma adopters have a high comfort level with a variety of measurement and analysis methods.

- Six-sigma can accelerate the transition of CMMI:
  - Moving from CMMI ML 3 to 5 in 9 months, or from SW-CMM Level 1 to Level 5 in 3 years (the typical move taking 12-18 months per level)
  - Underlying reasons are strategic and tactical
- When six-sigma is used in an enabling, accelerating, or integrating capacity for improvement technologies, adopters report quantitative performance benefits, using measures they know are meaningful for their organizations and clients.

Moreover, Hefner and Sturgeon [17] compared CMM/CMMI to six-sigma, Table 1 shows the implementation differences between both of them.

| Table 1: The Implementation Differences between Six-Sigma and CMM/CMMI [17] |
|---------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------|
| **For an individual process**               | **For the organizational infrastructure**   |
| Six-Sigma                                   | Identifies how the activities might be improved. |
| CMM/CMMI                                    | Identifies what activities are expected in the process. |
|                                             | Identifies how those activities might be implemented. |

VanHilst et al. [18] proposed that the Global software Development Environments (GDEs) can be extended with a DMAIC framework (methodology) to interactively provide required metrics and analyses.

In the course of its work with hundreds of six-sigma companies and through its own experience, Microsoft has identified six key steps to ensure six-sigma success [19]; that is:

1- Establish Leadership Support and Engagement.
2- Align Goals with six-sigma Activities.
3- Establish six-sigma Infrastructures.
4- Identify Opportunities to Improve.
5- Match People with Projects.
6- Ensure Execution and Accountability.

Raytheon [20] started its six-sigma (also called R6S) in early 1999, as a result of their process improvement, they got $1.8 billion in gross financial benefits, $500 million improvement in operating profit, and generated $865 million in cash flow. This is an example of what others got by implementing six-sigma to software process improvement.

On contrast, Binder [21] stated that six-sigma does not make sense for software based on the following reasons:

1- Processes: Software processes are fuzzy. Every part of the software is produced by a process that defies the predictable mechanism assumed for physical parts.

2- Characteristics: Software characteristics of merit cannot be expressed accurately as ordinal tolerances; that which makes software correct or incorrect cannot usually be measured as simple distances, weights, or other physical units.

3- Uniqueness: Software is not mass produced. Even if software components could be designed to ordinal tolerances, they would still be one-off artifacts.

Head [22] used the cleanroom software engineering technique as a methodology to implement six-sigma to software in order to produce six-sigma quality software.

4 Uncertainty of Applying Six-Sigma to Software Engineering

The success stories of applying six-sigma in manufacturing during the last years have encouraged the practitioners and researchers to explore the applicability of six-sigma in software industry. Based on the results of this exploration, the researchers have been divided into two groups, that is, with or against this idea. However, some researchers came up with a number of uncertainties on applying six-sigma to software. Throughout this section, we will discuss in some details these uncertainties.
Binder [21, 23] stated that six-sigma does not make sense for software based on the following reasons:
1- Software processes are fuzzy. Every part of the software is produced by a process that defies the predictable mechanization assumed for physical parts.
2- Software characteristics of merit cannot be expressed accurately as ordinal tolerances; that which makes software correct or incorrect cannot usually be measured as simple distances, weights, or other physical units.
3- Software is not mass produced. Even if software components could be designed to ordinal tolerances, they would still be one-off artifacts.

Six-sigma software process could be interpreted as 3.4 failures per million lines of code; that is, 0.0034 failures per thousand lines of code, this would require a software process which is twice better than the current best practices [23]. It is difficult to imagine how this could be achieved since the average cost of such low rate of failures in the source code is reported to be $1000 per line [24].

Jacowski [25] mentioned that the big question is whether six-sigma can in fact be applied in the software industry as successfully as it was applied to manufacturing. However, this is still being argued. The real challenge is to see if it can be implemented to the software process without reinventing the wheel. There is also disagreement among leaders in the software industry about the need for six-sigma.

In Addition, a software development process - which is defined as a set of software engineering activities to transform user requirements into software product – is completely different than other types of processes such as manufacturing. The distinctiveness attributes for a software development process which are not available for other types of processes are as follows [26]:
1- Unlike other types of processes such as manufacturing, the software development process is not repetitiveness. However, each software product needs its own process. In addition, the software process produces one software product which could be duplicated with high precision. Then, once the software is duplicated, it produces the exact functionality as the original copy.
2- The inputs and outputs of the software development process are different in each instance of the process. It does not make sense to produce exactly the same piece of software twice. Therefore each instance of software process deals with one different set of user requirements, and outputs of different software modules form part of the final software product.
3- In contrast to a manufacturing process, each transformation of user requirement to a software module is cognition intensive; while, most of the manufacturing activities are targeted to minimize cognition.
4- As a result, software development is an intellectual process that needs visualization (e.g., documentation) before six-sigma implementation (Card, 2000). In software development, data relationships can be discovered via documentations, interviews and process mappings. Data flow diagrams, entity relationship diagrams, and object models are tools commonly used to represent the data relationship that the six-sigma approach needs for problem definition.
5- Software development is an intellectual process that needs visualization (e.g., documentation) before six-sigma implementation
6- Different sets of external factors affect the software development process, such as changes of developers, knowledge level, programming skills, and so on. Unlike the manufacturing process which is affected by many sources of variation such as temperature, raw materials, equipment wear, and human interaction. However, these factors are hardly valid for software process.

Moreover, Hong and Goh [26] stated that a misuse of six-sigma at the other extreme would be emphasizing the unique features of software process and never attempt to manage and improve the existing process. Some software engineering activities, such as the process life cycle models and quality measurements, are evidence of efforts towards producing stable software processes.

5 Conclusion
Six-sigma has been invented by Motorola Company in 1986. Since that time, it has been used widely in the manufacturing. The success stories of applying six-sigma in manufacturing during the last years have encouraged the practitioners and researchers to explore the applicability of six-sigma in software industry. For the applicability of six-sigma in software engineering, some researchers came up with amazing results, while the others came up with a number of uncertainties on applying six-sigma software engineering. In this paper, we have discussed these two opinions to present a clear view of both of them.

From our point of view, the six-sigma concepts could be applied to the software engineering, but it needs some customization. In addition, applying six-
sigma to software engineering process could be extended to the software product through the transformation of the product quality characteristics values into sigma values for all types of software product. Taking into account that different software product types may have different quality requirements since some software products are very sensitive to the quality, such as control systems, real-time systems, etc.
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